Three Students Graduate

Three people from The Evergreen Center in Mattapan have completed fundamental computer classes through their participation in the Family SupportNet Project. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson and, Maryjo Chaisson learned basic Microsoft Word, email and Internet skills enabling them to get Family Support resources and communicate via email with professionals and others concerned with disability issues.

Mr. and M rs. Johnson are the parents of Micah, an Evergreen Center participant who signed up with Best Buddies' e-pal program. M s. Chaisson is an Evergreen Center participant who enjoys writing to friends and finding activities in the Boston area that she and her mother can do together.

Several other Evergreen Center participants are signed up to begin lessons in the near future.

Best Buddies e-pal coordinator, Tracie Levine, set up a free AOL account for the participants taking part in the Family SupportNet Project who also want a Best Buddies e-pal.

Mr. Johnson is buying a computer as a family gift for Christmas. Prior to the computer lessons, Mrs. Johnson did not know how to use email. Now she is a frequent email user and regularly helps her son, Micah, access his email and get news from his e-pal. “We are thankful to the Evergreen staff, John Cuetera and Kathleen Conrad for helping us get these lessons from the Family SupportNet Program. It has changed our lives.”

Roxbury Comprehensive Health Center Begins FSN Lessons

Teens participating in Roxbury Comp's After School Program took part in Family SupportNet computer lessons. A great community enthusiasm and spirit greeted the teacher, Meredith Aalto on the first day of lessons October 11.

Several peer counselors are learning how to teach basic computer skills so that they can help After School participants increase their skills or even help teach parents who haven't any computer skills.

The staff, Arnold Chamanlal and Davadra Huffman are looking forward to the peer counselors gaining more computer skills and even helping the senior level staff become more computer proficient.
Latino Health Institute students sign up for Fall classes

About twenty parents referred from the Latino Health Institute (LHI) in Boston have signed up for Family SupportNet Project classes. The staff set aside a computer that the teacher can use for beginning students. Initial Microsoft Word training is held at the LHI offices. After Word lessons are completed, students schedule lessons in their neighborhood libraries with teacher, Meredith Aalto. All Boston libraries are equipped with PCs that have Internet access and can be used for an hour per session. Students who have no prior computer experience can usually complete the entire basic lessons in about twelve hours.

Mr. and Mrs. Santos, parents of a teenage daughter who is deaf and receives DMR services, take lessons together at the Washington Village library branch in South Boston. Both have been a tremendous support for each other.

Half of the parents have already started lessons and the other half will begin to schedule classes in the next two weeks.

More CBMO’s Signing up...

HAPHI, the Somali Development Center (both of Jamaica Plain) and Universal Human Rights International (Roxbury) are scheduled to initiate trainings in the next few weeks. The Dunbar Center of Springfield has also expressed an interest in classes. A centrally located community computer center is being sought to accommodate the many students who have expressed interest in the free computer instruction in Springfield.

Visit the Family SupportNet website at:

www.ici.umb.edu/family

Resources include information and links about Disability Resources, Global Communities, ESL, Healthcare, Family Activities, FSN Newsletter, Listservs, Searches and MUCH MORE!!

Call or email Meredith Aalto for more information about upcoming basic computer classes!

meredith.aalto@tch.harvard.edu
(617) 355-3059 (V)
(617) 355-6956 (TTY)

The Family SupportNet Project, award # 90DN0053, is a three year Project of National Significance funded by the Department of Health and Human services, Administration for Children and Families, and Administration on Developmental Disabilities.